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BOUNCE HOUSE RENTAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
Bounce House Delivery and Setup 
Triangle Party Rentals will deliver and set up its bounce houses to all customers. The delivery 
cost is already added into the cost of the bounce house. The customer set-up location MUST 
meet the following conditions to accommodate the 13 x 13 x17 size of the bounce house: 

• Flat surface (grass or asphalt) with a minimum area of 15 by 15 feet. 

• If the area has trees, the branches must be at least 17 feet from the ground. 

• Set up area must be located within 25 feet of an electric outlet OR customer will have to 
plan to rent a generator. 

• Customer must immediately remove children from bounce house if it is about to rain 
and must deflate the bounce and remove it plus the blower from the rain (you may 
need assistance because a deflated bounce house weighs more than 130 pounds). 

• The bounce house must not be operated if winds exceed 15-20 miles an hour. 
 

General Safety Responsibility 
Triangle Party Rentals staff will deliver and set up all bounce houses and will provide a 
supervising adult all operational instructions. The safety of users of the bounce house, rests 
with the adult supervisor. At all times, there should be an adult supervising the bounce house 
while in use. 
Typical safety conditions include the following: 
1. Users must not use shoes, eyeglasses, and sharp objects inside the bouncer. 
2. No food or drink should be taken into the bouncer 
3. No flips or excessive rough play inside the bouncer. 
4. No pets. 
5. Do not bounce against the side walls or near the doorway. 
6. If inflatable house begins to lose air, calmly remove all users of the bounce house 
7. When bouncer is deflated, verify no child is hidden in the plastic folds. 
8. Unit can turn over in high winds, if winds exceed 25 mph unload riders immediately. 
9. Clean any liquid spills/sudden rain water inside the bounce and allow to dry thoroughly 
before next resuming use. 
10. Remember, you are watching excited kids and they will quickly break these rules if you are 
not attentive. 
 
By signing below, you agree to the use terms and safety tips for the rental of this item and that 
you are responsible for the safety of all users of the bounce house during your rental window. 
 

 
Print Name__________________________ Sign________________ Date_______ 


